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Mechanism for the body's Mechanism for the body's 
deep EM exchange with its deep EM exchange with its 
active EM environmentactive EM environment

And some ramifications



The body continually receives The body continually receives 
and retransmits EM energyand retransmits EM energy
The body may be considered
as a dielectric.
Every part of the
dielectric participates
in the absorption and 
emission of each
photon to and from any point
on the surface.*
Mechanical force effects
are also electrical in nature
and exchange similarly.

* Reali, G. C., "Reflection from dielectric materials,"
   American Journal of Physics, 50(12), Dec. 1982, p. 1133-1136. 
   The reflected field from a dielectric material is not generated 
   just at its surface but comes from everywhere in the interior of it.



Ramifications:Ramifications:

There is an EM "dielectric transmission path" connecting every 
part of every cell to every part of the surface of the body.
All electrical processes in the body, including deep 
within the cell and its nucleus, participate in the absorption and 
emission of every photon to and from the body's outer surface (and 
every mechanical force* experience).
The EM emission energy of the body is a conglomerate mix of 
fractions of all processes and functions ongoing in the body or 
affecting it, including in every cell.
This includes all electromagnetic, mechanical, chemical, and 
environmental effects upon and in the body and every tiniest part 
of it, and provides an extended definition of "stress".

* At base, all normal mechanical forces are generated by 
   electromagnetic forces.



RamificationsRamifications  (2)(2)
The reaction of each  photon absorbed on any point of the outer surface of 
the body, connects through the dielectric transmission path to every part of 
the body, including to every part of every cell*.
Every emission from the body is participated in by every part of the 
body, including every part of every cell.
The body's emission "changes" its environment, adding EM radiation. 
Some of the internal induced changes (excited states) in the body decay 
by this external emission.  Some do not, but must be otherwise dealt 
with internally by the body systems.
The body's EM absorption allows the environment to change or affect 
every function, operation, and part of the body, by adding EM radiation.  
All are continually being affected and deviated, both helpfully and 
harmfully, by these deeply induced EM interactions.
The body's reaction (healing) must continually readjust and correct 
deviations from normalcy, in every part of every cell.

* In quantum physics, part of the photon is localized and part is nonlocalized, 
   reaching even across the universe.



The sum total of all the impinging external EM radiation upon the 
body, plus mechanical "special EM" radiation, thus affects and 
changes the body and all its processes, participating in them.
That impinging EM radiation can be manipulated to either harm or 
heal the body and any or all of its cells.
The body must continually overcome  these externally-induced EM 
changes in its cells and processes, to maintain normalcy.  Some EM 
changes are restored by the subsequent dielectric emission process, 
relieving the previously-induced deviant EM excitations in its internal 
processes.  Some are not.
The poorly studied cellular regenerative system performs the 
remainder of the restorative function, which is the fundamental 
"healing" function of the body.*

*The cellular regenerative system was mostly studied by Becker and a few others.  
  See R. O.Becker, and David G. Murray,  "The electrical control system regulating
  fracture healing in amphibians," Clinical Orthopaedics and Related Research,  No. 73, 
  Nov.-Dec. 1970, p. 169-198.

Ramifications Ramifications (3)(3)



Becker's epochal workBecker's epochal work

And its ramifications



Tiny DC currents (picoamperes)
Pulsed DC current can be utilized
Pulsed magnetic fields may be utilized
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Becker's theoretical DC control systemBecker's theoretical DC control system
involved with response to injuryinvolved with response to injury



Local cellular effect Local nerve effect
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*Becker & Spadaro, "Electrical stimulation of  partial limb 
regeneration in mammals," Bull. N. Y. Acad. Med., 48(4), 
May 1972, p. 629.

Becker's proposed controlBecker's proposed control
system governing regeneration*system governing regeneration*



Extending Becker's workExtending Becker's work
Becker had only the archaic classical electrodynamics 
available to him.  That EM is grossly inadequate.

Insufficient group symmetry to model the process.
Already eliminates the "infolded" longitudinal wave EM 
that structurally and dynamically comprises all "normal" 
EM potentials, fields, and waves.
It is this internal LW EM that is manipulated and used by 
the cellular regenerative system.

Nonlinear phase conjugate optics was not yet developed 
when Becker did his seminal work.
Successful higher symmetry electrodynamics models --
such as O(3) -- have been developed and are available.



A sad commentaryA sad commentary

Becker was  nominated for the Nobel Prize, but he was  hounded, his funds 
were withdrawn, and he was forced to retire early.
His main "sin" was having the courage to testify against the harmful effects 
of unrestricted powerline radiation and electronic smog.
Powerful interests then crushed him, set up their own well-funded institutes, 
and hired scientists who then predictably found that powerline radiation was 
no problem.
Such research is so tainted that recently several important journals have now 
required the authors of submitted papers to state what their affiliated 
companies do, and what "company massaging" of their research occurred.
From a higher symmetry EM view, it is obvious that the dielectric pathway 
and quantum electrodynamics already show a significant problem due to such 
radiation, particularly with respect to long-term effects.
This is particularly significant since "noise" -- the mere presence of more 
"hash" -- appreciably amplifies the dielectric transmission effect.  So the 
major factor becomes EM smog signals density, not signal power.



Kaznacheyev's startling Kaznacheyev's startling 
resultsresults

And its ramifications



Proof that the cellular condition Proof that the cellular condition 
is radiated from groups of cellsis radiated from groups of cells

It follows that a diseased, damaged, or infected cell culture 
will and does emit its exact internal EM condition, hence the 
disease or damage "generatrix form" itself (in the internal 
structuring of the EM radiations).
Further, these "state" emissions can couple into other targeted 
cells to produce disease and disorder in them.
This was clearly proven in some 15,000  Russian experiments 
by Kaznacheyev.
Kaznacheyev demonstrated induction of cellular disease and 
disorder between EM-coupled but otherwise environmentally 
shielded cell cultures
Similar experiments have been replicated in the West by Reid 
et al., and by Popp et al.
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Note: Minimum lattice is one harmonic interval:  IR to UV is such  a minimum  G-lattice.
          Consider particularly the dielectric pathway in the emitting diseased cells and in 
          the receiving targeted healthy cells.

Divided bottle setup

Kaznacheyev's induction of Kaznacheyev's induction of 
cellular disease and disordercellular disease and disorder



Another surprising feature of Another surprising feature of 
Kaznacheyev's experimentsKaznacheyev's experiments

The experiments do not work if the targeted cells are in 
normal light, such as sunlight*.
The reason is that the normal light bandwidth occupies a 
single harmonic interval between ultraviolet and infrared.
Hence its difference frequencies also fill such an interval.  
For a set of n frequencies, the number d of difference 
frequencies is d >> n.
Thus the visible light spectrum represents "jamming" of 
specific internal EM signal inputs through the dielectric 
pathway into the body, turning much of the environmental 
signals into harmless warmth.

* It has also been shown that if bacteria are killed in the "dark" by UV, then 24 hours 
  later placed in sunlight, a substantial fraction of the "dead" bacteria will revive.



Ramifications of Kaznacheyev's Ramifications of Kaznacheyev's 
experimental resultsexperimental results

At least one harmonic interval is necessary for the effect to be 
evidenced in the target cells.
Interestingly, if we assume the body dielectric to be isotropically 
nonlinear (to first order):

Velocities of the actual transmitted frequencies depend upon the 
particular point on the wave amplitude.
The transmitted frequencies overshoot, interfere, breakup, etc.  The 
difference frequency does not.
The "difference frequency" is transmitted through the nonlinear 
dielectric medium as if it were a sine wave passing through a linear 
medium*.

To our knowledge, this direct and deep communication of 
electronic "hash" difference frequencies in dielectric human 
bodies has not been investigated in the West. 

* Owen Flynn, "Parametric arrays: A new concept for sonar," 
   Electronic Warfare Magazine, June 1977, p. 107-112.  



Ramifications of Kaznacheyev's Ramifications of Kaznacheyev's 
experimental results (2)experimental results (2)

* Dykman, M. I. et al., "Noise-enhanced heterodyning in bistable systems,"
   Physical Review E, 49(3), Mar. 1994, p. 1935-1942

A heterodyne signal -- at the difference frequency 
between an input signal and a reference signal -- can be 
enhanced by adding noise*.
Thus the signal of the disorder in the cellular pattern 
emitted from diseased cells, received by normal cells, can 
be amplified electronically and rather easily.
Powerline radiation (electronic smog) thus carries its own 
amplification mechanism.  Eventually the amplification 
overcomes any squelching by sunlight, etc.
The Russians promptly (as early as the late 1950s) 
weaponized and tested these and similar effects.



Weaponization of Weaponization of 
Kaznacheyev's findingsKaznacheyev's findings

And its ramifications



Began in latter 1950s
Discovered on VP Nixon's trip
Initially thought to be nuclear radiation
(Discovered w/Geiger counter)
High level target -- U.S. Ambassador
Guarantees personal attention of:
      U.S. Ambassador to USSR
      U.S. President
      NSA, CIA, DIA, NSC, etc.
      Top consulting scientists
      Leading U.S. scientific institutions
Two U.S. Ambassadors died, another sickened
Anomalous health changes in personnel, only
      in zero-field (zero pot'l gradient) areas!
Four U.S. Presidents requested Soviets cease
      Cut from 18 watts/sq cm to 2
      Then again increased
No one could understand what was going on
Aluminum screens were placed over windows
Moscow was declared a hazardous duty zone
      

BACKGROUND
Former U.S. Embassy in Moscow.

"Microwave" radiation of the "Microwave" radiation of the 
U.S. Embassy in Moscow.U.S. Embassy in Moscow.



Ramifications of the microwave Ramifications of the microwave 
radiation of the U.S. Embassyradiation of the U.S. Embassy

The cellular disorder pattern in the EM radiation is 
carried by the field-free scalar potential.
Since the disorder pattern is a "conglomerate", it 
must be carried by an internal EM structure 
existing inside the scalar potential itself.
Whittaker decomposed the scalar potential into 
the appropriate internal longitudinal EM biwave 
structure in 1903*.

* E. T. Whittaker, "On the Partial Differential Equations of Mathematical 
   Physics," Mathematische Annalen, Vol. 57, 1903, p. 333-355



The importance of time as The importance of time as 
energy, and the time-domainenergy, and the time-domain

 



Time as energyTime as energy
In physics, the fundamental units one uses in his 
model are arbitrary.

A valid model can be made using only one unit.
It is already done in one branch of physics, using 
length as the single fundamental unit.

Make a model with a single unit, the joule.
All other entities become functions of the joule.
We are familiar with mass as highly compressed 
EM energy, by the factor c2.
It turns out that time is also highly compressed EM 
energy, by the factor  c2.
1 sec.  ≈  9 × 1016 joules.



How to see that "time is How to see that "time is 
compressed spatial energy"compressed spatial energy"
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When time-energy is converted into mass-energy,
time  is "decompressed" (expanded) into 3-space 
EM energy and 1 sec.  ≈  9 × 1016 joules.



Time as EM energy in the time domain, Time as EM energy in the time domain, 
with a density the same as mass-energywith a density the same as mass-energy

Bearden* reinterpreted (corrected) the 1903 Whittaker 
decomposition of the potential in 2000.
The reinterpretation is consistent with broken 
symmetry in particle physics, for which Lee and Yang 
received the Nobel Prize in 1957.
It is also powerfully supported by quantum field 
theory, notably by Mandl and Shaw in 1984**.
Whittaker's pair is a combined time-polarized (scalar) 
EM wave and a 3-space longitudinal EM wave.

* T. E.  "Giant Negentropy from the Common Dipole," Journal of New Energy, 5(1),
   Summer 2000, p. 11-23.
** F. Mandl and G. Shaw, Quantum Field Theory, Wiley, 1984, Chapter 5.



Whittaker, Math. Ann., 57, 333
(1903) shows this rigorously,
when properly reinterpreted.
Dipole's broken 3-symmetry is 
well-known  in particle physics

(Time)

3-space

SOURCE
CHARGE
    OR
 DIPOLE Real

EM 
Energy

pours out
in all 
directions

All EM energy in 3-space freely All EM energy in 3-space freely 
comes from the time domaincomes from the time domain

Longitudinal EM wave incoming 
from time domain and absorbed

Longitudinal EM 
waves emitted in 
all directions in 
3-space

Note: Whittaker (and others) interpreted the phase conjugate half set of LWs after 
interaction with the charges of the dipole, and as a 3-space effect rather than the 
time-domain cause.  This fundamental non sequitur was just repeated since then, until 
corrected by Bearden to be consistent with broken symmetry and quantum field 
theory.

Charge's 720º spin 
transforms time-energy 
into 3-space energy



Strong support from Strong support from 
quantum field theoryquantum field theory

Quantum field theory recognizes four photon polarizations:
Energy along x-, y-, z-, or t- axis.
Polarized along x- and/or y-axis, the photon is a transverse 
photon.
Polarized along z-axis (along its line of motion in 3-space), the 
photon is a longitudinal photon.
Polarized along the time-axis, the photon is a time-polarized or 
scalar photon.

The individual longitudinal or scalar photon is not 
observable*.
The combination of a longitudinal photon and a scalar 
photon is observable as the instantaneous scalar potential*.

* F. Mandl and G. Shaw, Quantum Field Theory, Wiley, 1984, Chapter 5.
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Flow of microscopic time (via virtual photon interactions)

Flow of macroscopic time (observable photon interactions)
(∆E)(∆t) + M => (M+∆M)∆t => M + (∆E)(∆t)

c    1995, 1997   T.E. BEARDEN

           Mechanism is engineerable

Mechanism generating the Mechanism generating the 
flow of a mass through timeflow of a mass through time



Pumping a mass in the time-domain Pumping a mass in the time-domain 
will time-reverse it back to an earlier will time-reverse it back to an earlier 
statestate

The reinterpreted biwave EM structure of the scalar 
potential means that time-reversal (phase 
conjugation by pumping in the time-domain) can be 
utilized to time-reverse a targeted cell (its 
mass-energy) in its entirety, including its genetics.
Becker's bone fracture experiments showed it:

Weak scalar potential across the fracture site.
LWs in 3-space and time-energy waves in time
Red blood cells entered, dedifferentiated by shucking 
their hemoglobin and growing a nucleus, which is 
dedifferentiation (time-reversal of the cell and its 
mass-energy back to a previous physical state).



Becker's cells then redifferentiated and changed -- first to primitive cartilage 
cells, then to primitive bone cells which were deposited in the fracture, 
healing it with new bone growth.
This shows "time-forwarding" (redifferentiation) of the cell also.
Becker actually showed that the time-domain pumping of the cells (by the 
time-polarized EM waves of Whittaker's reinterpreted wavepairs comprising 
the scalar potential), and the time-pumping of their mass-energy, operated to 
continuously and steadily remove the delta between that cell's present 
condition and its former "normal" cellular physical condition in that area.
This is the long-sought secret of stem-cell research.
Phase conjugate optics had not been born at the time.  Without realizing its 
full nature, Becker demonstrated the body's own internal mechanism for 
healing, and the fundamental mechanism for time-reversing a physical mass, 
whether living or inert.

Principle for time-reversing Principle for time-reversing 
a time-pumped massa time-pumped mass



Mechanisms for use in Mechanisms for use in 
medical treatment and medical treatment and 
healinghealing

And ramifications



Successive deep penetration Successive deep penetration 
reactions of the cellular dielectricreactions of the cellular dielectric

Change after change affects the cell and all of its 
parts, including from the external environment.
Each successive change affects primarily the 
internal "LW EM structures and dynamics" 
comprising the ordinary potentials, fields, and 
waves.
Thus in positive time the internal EM structurings 
produce successive "overlaid layers of change" -- 
so to speak -- in the internal EM structuring and 
dynamics of a cell in the body.  These layers 
contain the "delta" from normal state.



During time reversal, highest layer deltas are successively 
"peeled away" by the interaction of the mass-energy with the 
time-domain pumping.
The result is to return the cell directly back to successive 
physical states, in the case of a single disease or disorder.

A cancer cell is returned to a normal cell prior to its 
"promotion".
An HIV-infected cell would be returned to its normal 
unaffected condition, free of HIV-induced genetic change.
For injuries and damage, the existing "delta" in each 
successive state-layer is steadily reduced to zero.  

This process thus can involve both cellular differentiation and 
dedifferentiation, as shown by Becker and by Prioré.

Successive deep penetration Successive deep penetration 
reactions of the cellular dielectric (2)reactions of the cellular dielectric (2)



Engines (vacuum engines, Engines (vacuum engines, 
spacetime curvature engines)spacetime curvature engines)
Following Whittaker* as reinterpreted**, all normal EM fields, 
potentials, and waves decompose into sets of longitudinal EM waves 
(LWs) and their dynamics.
Since these LWs and their dynamics are dynamics in the local 
energy density of spacetime (ST), they constitute ST curvatures.
Hence they are general relativity infolded inside electrodynamics.
By manipulating and changing these LWs, one manipulates and 
changes spacetime curvatures and their dynamics.
The result is a unified field model where one directly controls and 
engineers a set of ST curvatures by use of higher group symmetry 
electrodynamics.
Controlled patterns of local curvatures of ST are called "vacuum 
engines" or "spacetime curvature engines" -- or just "engines".

*  E.T. Whittaker, Math. Ann., 57, 333-355 (1903);  Proc. Lond. Math. Soc., 
   Series 2, 1, 1367-372 (1904).  
** T. E. Bearden, J. New Energy, 5(1), 11-23 (2000).
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Pumping with EM time-polarized waves Pumping with EM time-polarized waves 
forms forms amplifiedamplified antiengines antiengines
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T.E. BEARDEN  1998

All levels of energy structures and all 
levels of time structures mold
spacetime geometry.
The "pattern" is called a template for a 
vacuum engine (spacetime curvature 
engine).
Spatial and temporal structurings of the 
engine act upon any exposed mass at all 
levels.
This produces a template of forces, for 
precise translations and stresses within 
the mass at all levels. The forces exist 
in both time and 3-space.

ACTIVE
SPACETIME

STRUCTURING
OF ACTIVE
SPACETIME
CURVATURES

DYNAMIC
  MASS

Extended general relativity principleExtended general relativity principle



Internested patterns
of spacetime
curvatures

Maxwellian Demons 
are EM hidden variables
organized into dynamic 
structures acting  at all levels

Demons work
at all levels

Highly Structured
Einsteinian spacetime

Engines: Working spacetime demonsEngines: Working spacetime demons



VACUUM
ACTIVATED

ENGINE (STRUCTURE)
TEMPLATE (FORM)

A.  Cell must do the action itself; vacuum energy exchange is passive.  
     Energy or fuel for doing the action must be added to cell externally.

B.  Cell is acted upon; vacuum energy exchange does the specific action. 
     No energy or fuel for doing the action need be added to cell externally.

SIGNAL (INFO)

 Information received
 Any overt physical action
 must be taken by cell itself
 Cell must furnish the energy
 for any action it takes
 Passes from outside to in

 Information itself acts
 Local spacetime curved, with
 internal subcurvatures
 Produces template of forces
 in  local spacetime (ST)
 Arises from within local ST
 Acts on and changes all parts
 of  cell, including its genetics 

Signal vs. vacuum engineSignal vs. vacuum engine



SYSTEM

LOCAL ACTIVE VACUUM

LOCAL CURVATURES OF SPACETIME

Unified field theory requires Unified field theory requires 
modeling and use of supersystemmodeling and use of supersystem

Three components interact with each other:
System and its dynamics
Local active vacuum and its dynamics
Local curvatures of spacetime and their dynamics.



LOCAL ACTIVE VACUUM

LOCAL CURVATURES OF SPACETIME

SYSTEM

Classical EM kills the supersystem, Classical EM kills the supersystem, 
prevents supersystem engineeringprevents supersystem engineering

Assumes flat local spacetime
Assumes inert vacuum



Malignant teratoma exhibits both Malignant teratoma exhibits both 
time-reversal and fast-forwardingtime-reversal and fast-forwarding

A teratoma cell is a tumor cell that has reverted 
to stem cells, then proceeds to differentiate 
toward new kinds of normal cells.
May produce hair, skin, muscle, heart, bone, 
and other type cells.
Sometimes present at birth.
Demonstrates both "time-reversal" and 
"time-forwarding".
The missing key is the engine function(s).
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Biogenesis ExperimentsBiogenesis Experiments

Engines of and from all life forms 
ever on earth or in the universe exist 
in the ambient vacuum potential.
The Miller-Fox-Urey experiments 
were not in a "sterile" environment.
Heat (IR) and UV constitute (1) a 
harmonic interval with a difference 
frequency, and (2) amplifying by 
the process previously shown.
These experiments "kindled" 
previously living forms from the 
available gases etc. by amplifying the 
ancient living engines from their 
virtual state to the observable state, 
so that the masses were molded into 
the physical states of their templates.

Miller-Fox-Urey Miller-Fox-Urey 
biogenesis experimentsbiogenesis experiments



Cloning to produce stem cellsCloning to produce stem cells

Human DNA can be inserted in an animal cell, 
and the cell chemically tricked into proceeding 
as if fertilized.
Formation, increase, 
and growth of stem cells 
begins and continues.
The "engine" carried by the human DNA is 
changing the matter available into human cells.
readily demonstrated experimentally.



Regeneration in a strain of rat with part Regeneration in a strain of rat with part 
of its immune system missingof its immune system missing
In mammals, the immune system plays a role in reducing the 
regeneration capability, compared to 
that of more primitive systems.
In a strain of rat where that "suppressive" part of the immune 
system is missing, the regenerative capability is dramatically 
increased.

Can regrow cut away sections of tail.
Regrows plug cut out of ear.
Reconnects severed optic nerve.
Partially restores severed spinal cord.

The suppressive "delta" engine of the immune system, operating 
simultaneously with the underlying primitive regenerative 
engine, sums to the modern much-reduced regenerative engine in 
the mammal.



An observation for the futureAn observation for the future
When the science of 
engines is developed, 
physicians will be able to 
tailor these engine 
combinations to restore 
severed human spines, 
regrow severed limbs, etc.
They will also be able to 
direct the body's "normal 
growth" to reduce and 
direct birth defects, genetic 
defects, etc.



Biochemistry and EM modelsBiochemistry and EM models
Medical scientists analyze such things as teratomas in terms of biochemistry 
and the biochemical model.
An assembly of charges and charge distributions, with their associated fields 
and potentials, drives all chemistry at base level.
The charge assembly and its dynamics involves a corresponding  assembly of 
spacetime curvatures and their dynamics.   These are the cause that is 
driving the charge assembly and its dynamics, and therefore the chemistry..

In unified field theory (such as that of Sachs) and O(3) electrodynamics.
Not in classical U(1) EM theory or quantum electrodynamics.

Conventionally a causative EM field in space is "defined" as the diversion 
from that spatial field by and after its interaction with charge).
The "definition" substitutes the effect for the cause, a non sequitur.
This is a known major flaw, pointed out in one fashion or another by many 
physicists such as Wheeler and Nobelist Feynman.
Classical EM theory is a 137-year-old model, seriously flawed.  These flaws 
emerge in biochemistry and medical science.



Necessary EM corrections*Necessary EM corrections*
Many of the corrections necessary in electrodynamics 
modeling either have been done or are underway.
Higher symmetry, non-Abelian electrodynamics models have 
long been developed in particle physics.
The new approach extends these models to also incorporate 
general relativity, thus producing a unified field theory*.
In the new approach, spacetime curvature engines are perfectly 
natural and understandable, and can be directly modeled and 
engineered by advanced theorists.
In short, the theory is sufficiently advanced and robust that 
technology and engineering can now advance.
This will be a great leap forward for biochemistry and medical 
science, particularly in therapeutic methods.

* Sachs's unified field theory implemented by O(3) electrodynamics
  presently is the most suitable to use.  Numerical methods are required.



Prioré's revolutionary Prioré's revolutionary 
results in lab animalsresults in lab animals
And its ramifications



Prioré (right) makes a point to Prioré (right) makes a point to 
Chaban-Delmas, Mayor of BordeauxChaban-Delmas, Mayor of Bordeaux

Many of the Prioré
team's experiments
were done in Bordeaux.
Antoine Prioré patents:

"Apparatus for producing radiations 
penetrating living cells," U.S. Patent No. 
3,368,155, Feb. 6, 1968.

"Method of producing radiations for 
penetrating living cells," U.S. Patent No. 
3,280,816, Oct. 25, 1966.

"Procede et dispositif de production de 
rayonnements utilisables notamment pour 
le traitement de cellules vivantes," 
[Procedure and Assemblage for Production 
of Radiation Especially Serviceable for the 
Treatment of Living Cells], Republique 
Francais Brevet d'Invention P.V. No. 
899.414, No. 1,342,772, Oct. 7, 1963.



Time-reversing the cells back to normal state

ANTI-ENGINE

NO

STOP
YES

STOP

*Includes genetics

STARTMIX OUTPUT
INSIDE STRONG
PULSED DC
MAGNETIC FIELD

MIX WAVES
IN A PLASMA,
CONVERT TO 
LONGITUDINAL. 
EM WAVES

ADJUST WAVE
FREQUENCIES
IF REQUIRED, AND
IRRADIATE AGAIN

SELECT  A SET
OF TRANSVERSE
EM WAVES 

EXPOSE WHOLE
BODY OF PATIENT
TO  DIMENSIONED
MAGNETIC FIELD

ANTIENGINE
CONTINUES
TO ACT AND
TIME-REVERSE
CELL AND ALL
ITS PARTS*

VACUUM
ENGINE FOR
DISEASED
CELL
ALREADY
PRESENT

CELL AND
ALL ITS
PARTS ARE
PUMPED IN
INNER EM
CHANNEL
IN TIME
DOMAIN

DISEASED
CELL
PHASE
CONJUGATES
ITS VACUUM
ENGINE

        FORMS
  AMPLIFIED
      VACUUM
ANTIENGINE
 FOR CELL'S
      DISEASE
      VACUUM
       ENGINE

       CELL
RESTORED TO
    NORMAL?

TIME-EXCITATION
CHARGING ENDS.
IRRADIATION IS
HALTED.

Block diagram of Prioré's methodBlock diagram of Prioré's method



  In Laboratory Animals:  In Laboratory Animals:

    Prioré Team Cured    Prioré Team Cured

Terminal malignant tumorsTerminal malignant tumors
Clogged arteries (atheriosclerosis)Clogged arteries (atheriosclerosis)
Suppressed Immune SystemsSuppressed Immune Systems
Infectious trypanosomasInfectious trypanosomas
Results were presented to French Results were presented to French 
Academy of Science by Robert Academy of Science by Robert 
Courrier, Director of the Biology Courrier, Director of the Biology 
Section of the AcademySection of the Academy
No one understood the mechanism!No one understood the mechanism!
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Some peculiar results Some peculiar results 
by the Prioré team by the Prioré team 

Once a rat is cured of a particular disease:
A single drop of blood from the cured rat, injected into 
another rat stricken with same disorder, would result in the 
injected rat getting well slowly.
This ability to transfer immunity and healing in the extracted 
drop of blood gradually decayed over a period of a few 
weeks.

Showed that even the fields and potentials in the blood 
had been altered internally, in the treated animal.
Showed that the injected animal's cellular regenerative 
system possessed the ability to also time-domain pump 
over the entire body, everywhere reducing the delta 
between that injected drop of blood now the rat's own, and 
the rest of the blood in its body. 



Proof of cellular time-reversalProof of cellular time-reversal
Pautrizel compared identical treatment of immature 
rats with immature immune systems, and mature 
rats with mature immune systems.
Treatment restored the damaged mature system 
back to full mature functioning, and it promptly 
recognized and dispatched the pathogens.
Treatment restored the damaged immature system 
back to full immature functioning, unable to cope, 
and the pathogens promptly reinfected and killed 
the immature rat.
The lesson:  The body is indeed returned to a 
previous physical state.  The pathogens themselves 
are not killed by the treatment, but by restoring the 
ability of the immune system to recognize and 
destroy them.
Only the previous ability of the immune system is 
restored by the process.

PROF. RAYMOND PAUTRIZEL
   (Renowned Parasitologist)



Disadvantages of Prioré methodDisadvantages of Prioré method
Large plasma tube and facility required.

3-stories high building bay if to treat humans.
Long irradiation time (2-3 hours).
Slow, numerous experimental adjustments.

Fundamental mechanism was unknown.
Phase conjugate optics not yet born in West.
No higher symmetry EM modeling used.
Prioré thought it was a result of ionization.
Importance of difference frequency unknown.
Body dielectric transmission path unknown.



3-Story high Prioré device 3-Story high Prioré device 
for treating humansfor treating humans

At the end of the project, 
Prioré had developed a 
large unit to treat humans.
A few were treated.
Cures replicated what
had been done in lab
animals
The massive size of the
unit and long treatment
time (hours) made the
process bulky and very
inconvenient -- and also
expensive

Table for 
reclining
human body

Pulsed DCPulsed DC
Magnetic Magnetic 
fieldfield

Giant coil
around 12-ft 
long
plasma tube



17-foot Prioré plasma tube17-foot Prioré plasma tube
Used in large machine (3-stories high) to treat a
limited number of human patients



A proposed new mechanism A proposed new mechanism 
for cancer promotionfor cancer promotion

And its ramifications



Two stages: cellular damage and promotion of the 
damaged cell to a tumorous cell.  Promotion presently 
is poorly understood if at all.
A master cellular control system (MCS) (studied by 
Popp et al.) controls both the immune system and the 
cellular regenerative system, as well as normal functions 
of the cells.
The "past history" of ancestral development of aerobic 
cells and higher multicell aerobic bodies on planet Earth, 
resides in the "internested engine layers" in every tiniest 
part of the entire body dielectric, and in all cells.

Remarks on cancer from Remarks on cancer from 
a new perspectivea new perspective



Faced with cell damage (such as sustained hypoxia)  it 
cannot handle, the MCS continues to "peel the layers" in 
taking actions related to ever more distant pasts.
Faced with continuing hypoxia, e.g., the MCS eventually 
reaches ancestral layers -- with an engine -- it forces the 
damaged cells to start moving back toward the original 
primeval anaerobic form.
The first step backward is separation from central 
growth control, freeing the cell to multiply 
independently.  At the same time, genetic changes in the 
cell are forced  and produced, starting it back toward 
becoming an anaerobe.
These actions comprise the promotion process.

Remarks on cancer fromRemarks on cancer from
a new perspective (2)a new perspective (2)



The promotion process via The promotion process via 
enginesengines
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SINGLE CELL
ANAEROBIC
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First step in self-promotion First step in self-promotion 
of cancer due to hypoxiaof cancer due to hypoxia
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A

Block diagram of the Block diagram of the 
cellular regenerative systemcellular regenerative system



Bombshell: Amplified EM healingBombshell: Amplified EM healing

A unified field theory approach and use of 
supersystem analysis has broken the basic 
mechanism for healing itself.

The Sachs unified field theory applies and has been 
partially fitted.
Evans-Vigier O(3) electrodynamics can properly 
model it, including both the internal and external 
electrodynamics and effects of engines.
Direct engineering development is now possible.

Experimental proof of the results obtainable 
already exists in the literature.
A medical revolution is in the offing.



Potential Medical ApplicationsPotential Medical Applications

Non-traumatic cancer treatmentNon-traumatic cancer treatment
Cure cancers and leukemias of all typesCure cancers and leukemias of all types
Remove pre-cancerous stateRemove pre-cancerous state
Restore systemRestore system

Treat and cure Infectious diseases Treat and cure Infectious diseases 
Cure AIDS and restore immune systemsCure AIDS and restore immune systems
Defense against biological warfareDefense against biological warfare

Virulent diseases from unknown agentsVirulent diseases from unknown agents
Treat, cure prior to symptoms developingTreat, cure prior to symptoms developing
Both civil populace and armed forcesBoth civil populace and armed forces

Dramatically lower health costsDramatically lower health costs
Rejuvenate the agedRejuvenate the aged
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To treat and save mass casualties: To treat and save mass casualties: 
What is urgently needed now:What is urgently needed now:

A small, portable, relatively inexpensive treatment unit, 
not requiring plasmas etc.
Treatment in 2 to 5 minutes rather than 2-hours.
Simple treatment application, almost anywhere.
Effective in advanced stages as well as prior to 
emergence of symptoms.
Effectiveness against a wide array of illnesses.
Use is easy, high school student can be trained in 30 
minutes.
Crash program to develop, flood down through 
emergency systems in great quantities.



The Solution:The Solution:

Antenna PadAntenna Pad

Equipment Case
Equipment Case

ComputerComputer
Control UnitControl Unit

Signals 
Signals 

Function
Function

Generator
Generator

Two blankets have antennas in them.
Uses the "porthole" concept (discussed shortly)
Eliminates plasma tube mixing etc.
Computer-controlled complex signal structure.



The Porthole concept:The Porthole concept:
The two-minute treatment shortcut



How the porthole concept worksHow the porthole concept works

Amplifier/mirror
"my engine is..."

"Reverse your engine..."
INTERIOR
SICK
CELL
NOW

PAST
HEALTHY
CELL
THEN

Antiengine
    maker

Dielectric channel 
as a body "porthole"

Time
Reversal

Body surface

OUTSIDE THE BODYINSIDE THE BODY



Imagine perfectly reversible dynamic light processes inside a large 
"cruise ship", that are also perfect phase conjugate mirrors 
Each process receives, absorbs, and emits light continuously
Light escaping through the portholes is a composite from all the
dynamic processes ongoing inside
If we record and amplify the escaping light, then force it
back through the portholes, it reverses all the internal processes
The processes revert back, slowly, to a previous ongoing process state
We cease radiation, and the processes reverse and move forward again 

Porthole concept: An analogy of the dielectric Porthole concept: An analogy of the dielectric 
path and inner-outer functional connectionspath and inner-outer functional connections



Porthole concept: The discoveryPorthole concept: The discovery
The processes themselves, in their own "frame", are never actually 
"reversed".  Instead, the frame's motion through time is reversed.

Each to itself moves normally -- just receiving, absorbing, and radiating 
light, regardless of "whatever light" is interacting
This is due to a peculiarity of the photon and photon interaction

Photon interaction creates observed physical reality, including the 
"frame" and the seeming "passage of a mass through time"

The photon is its own antiparticle, which is just a photon traveling in the 
opposite direction
So in this case we can use "light" to precisely time reverse (to the 
observer) the frame and the apparent operations (to the observer)

When we cease irradiation, after a decay period to remove the 
reversed excitation, all functions are now seen to be moving forward 
normally in observer forward time, but from a previous physical 
state or condition



Using the porthole concept: ResearchUsing the porthole concept: Research

The body's own emitted dense, broadband signals 
are recorded across a broad bandwidth

These signals are amplified, then rebroadcast 
precisely back into the body
This returns an amplified "reversed" signal set back 
through the dielectric path, invoking and applying the 
porthole concept in all processes

The returning photons produce time-charging but in 
reversed frame direction

Tremendous potential energy is absorbed in highly 
compressed "time-energy" form in seconds
This "time-potential" slowly drains off as the body 
processes and cells reverse back to a previous state



Research using the porthole Research using the porthole 
conceptconcept
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Adjusting broadband signals
bandwidth and amplification
by selecting indicated alterations
from database

Recorders & Broadband Amps

Control Unit

Receiver-transmitters

Broadband Antenna Unit

Alterations Database
TIME DENSITY CHARGE IS STRUCTURED TO CONTAIN
THE PRECISE SPACETIME CURVATURE ENGINES FOR
TIME-REVERSAL AND STEERING.  CHARGING OCCURS
QUICKLY.  ENGINES CONTINUE TO WORK FOR AN
EXTENDED PERIOD AFTER CHARGING CEASES.



Portable unit then developed for rapid Portable unit then developed for rapid 
treatment of mass BW casualtiestreatment of mass BW casualties

Antenna PadAntenna Pad

Equipment Case
Equipment Case

ComputerComputer
Control UnitControl Unit

Signals 
Signals 

Function
Function

Generator
Generator

Two blankets have antennas in them.
Uses the "porthole" concept (discussed shortly)
Eliminates plasma tube mixing etc.
Computer-controlled complex signal structure.
Irradiation for 2 minutes.



Training to use the unitTraining to use the unit

Antenna PadAntenna Pad

Equipment Case
Equipment Case

ComputerComputer
Control UnitControl Unit

Signals 
Signals 

Function
Function

Generator
Generator

High school student level, 30 minutes.
Patient lies on one blanket, other covers him.
Set the prescribed standard signal sets from listing.
Computer-controlled generator produces the signal.
Irradiation for 2 minutes, uncover patient, bring in another.
Unit can be self-powering from vacuum energy (MEG*).



Additional advantagesAdditional advantages
Can be developed in a crash program in 2-3 years.
After sunk costs, projected cost per unit in mass 
production is less than $100,000
Can be produced by the thousands
Then flooded down through

Fire stations and police stations
Red cross units, hospitals, clinics
Emergency action teams and armed forces

Large numbers of operators easily produced
Emergency training could be watching a 15 minute 
film, then performing one graded practice run
First generation equipment can save some 70% of
the coming mass casualties from anthrax etc.

Antenna PadAntenna Pad



Terrorist BW warfare Terrorist BW warfare 
capabilities against the capabilities against the 
United StatesUnited States
The growing threat



Mass Casualty Problem:Mass Casualty Problem:
Aerial Anthrax Spray on Washington, D.C. Aerial Anthrax Spray on Washington, D.C. 

One terrorist, one light aircraft
with spray tank
100 kilograms of anthrax
Flies over greater metropolitan
Washington, D.C.
Calm night
1-3 million casualties result*
Most of those stricken will die
Presently little can be done
to save the stricken civilians
Attacks on several population
centers might produce some
10 million or more casualties

*Per OTA Report to Congress, 1993



For decades, infiltration of For decades, infiltration of 
terrorist teams into the U.S. terrorist teams into the U.S. 

From several foreign nations, not just Bin Laden in Afghanistan
Several thousand Cuban guerillas, from 
training camps in Southern Mexico
Russian Spetznaz teams
Nuclear warheads (up to 80 KT)
Biological warfare agents
Yakuza in oriental populations in our cities

Yakuza manufactures Russian energetics weapons in their own facilities 
in Japan
Possesses the new EM weapons referred to by Secretary of Defense 
Cohen in 1997

We are now in a very long, hard war and will suffer millions of 
casualties in our cities.  It may last for decades.



Defense Secretary Cohen*Defense Secretary Cohen*

"Others [terrorists] are engaging even in an 
eco-type of terrorism whereby they can alter the 
climate, set off earthquakes, volcanoes remotely 
through the use of electromagnetic waves… So 
there are plenty of ingenious minds out there that 
are at work finding ways in which they can wreak 
terror upon other nations…It's real, and that's the 
reason why we have to intensify our 
[counterterrorism] efforts." 

 * Secretary of Defense William Cohen at an April 1997 
   counterterrorism conference sponsored by former Senator
   Sam Nunn.  Quoted from DoD News Briefing, Secretary of
   Defense William S. Cohen, Q&A at the Conference on
   Terrorism, Weapons of Mass Destruction, and U.S.
   Strategy, University of Georgia, Athens, Apr. 28, 1997.

(Involvement of secret superweapons)



Some typical BW agentsSome typical BW agents

Smallpox, including different strain developed 
by Russia (some sold to terrorists)
Anthrax

Over 400 known locations
around the Earth have cultures
Difficult to decontaminate

Bubonic Plague
Botulism toxin
Tularemia (rabbit fever)
Hemorrhagic fevers, such as Ebola



AnthraxAnthrax

OTA study: Some 200 pounds released in a spray, on 
calm night over Washington, D.C. could result in 
up to 3 million casualties
Symptoms usually in 2-10 days

Sometimes as long as 7 weeks
Flu-like symptoms

Then 1-3 days later, shock and breathing 
problems cause death in up to 100%
Antibiotics given early (before symptoms) can prevent 
infected persons from becoming ill
Limited vaccine, reserved for military



SmallpoxSmallpox

More than 500 million people killed in the 20th century 
before "eradicated" in 1977.  Vaccination ceased in 
1980.
Russians kept it, developed new strains, sold to terrorists
Symptoms in about 12 days: fever, headache, nausea.  
Rash similar to chickenpox then appears.
Rash turns into hard blisters.  Highly contagious, kills 
one-third of its victims.
No cure. About 12 million doses of vaccine left.
If smallpox is unleashed in any major city on earth, it will 
eventually kill 2 billion, or about 1/3 of the human 
species -- unless a radical new cure is found and utilized.



Bubonic Plague: Historically the Bubonic Plague: Historically the 
most feared (Black Death) most feared (Black Death) 

From 1980-1994, 18,739 cases in 20 countries.
Symptoms occur in 1-6 days after 
inhaling the pneumonic form.
High fever, cough, labored 
breathing lead to respiratory failure and death.
It is contagious.
Rapid use of antibiotics can be effective.
Vaccine not currently produced in the U.S.



Botulism toxin (a nerve toxin)Botulism toxin (a nerve toxin)

Single most poisonous BW substance known.
Typically borne in food, contacted by eating.
Could be developed as aerosol weapon.

Symptoms in 24-36 hours; blurred vision 
and difficulty swallowing, speaking.
Paralyzes muscles, leading to respiratory 
failure and death.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
maintain a botulism antitoxin supply.



TularemiaTularemia

U.S. studied its weapon potential in 1950s and 
1960s.
Symptoms appear in 3-5 days, including fever, 
chills, headache, and weakness
Inflammation and hemorrhaging of the airways 
can lead to death.
Without antibiotics, one-third die.  Can be 90% if 
breathed in, in aerosol form.
Vaccine developed and under review by FDA.



Hemorrhagic fevers, such as EbolaHemorrhagic fevers, such as Ebola

E.g., origin of Ebola is unknown.  Probably transmitted to 
humans by animals, to begin a breakout.
Symptoms in 3-5 days, include fever, aching muscles, 
diarrhea.
Hemorrhaging of fluids out of tissues and orifices.
From 30 to 90 percent die, depending on specific fever 
type.
Some of these fevers respond to antiviral drugs.
The drugs are in short supply.
Presently containment is the primary goal.



A factor the U.S. does not knowA factor the U.S. does not know

Three nations (not the U.S.) developed quantum potential weapons 
using Bohm's hidden variable theory of quantum mechanics.
Can induce disease engines in matter or bodies at a distance.
Have developed "spreading" of immune systems in a targeted 
populace (cleverly tested in Gulf War against U.S. troops).

Cocktail mix of disease engines for 2 dozen different diseases 
Targeted area's human immune systems react to these engines when they 
are still in virtual state, just below quantum threshold.
Spread immune system's resources thus "thinned" across response to 
two dozen shadow diseases at once.

Hit with a terrorist BW attack, the spread immune systems are 
overwhelmed much more easily and quickly.

Yield (casualties) of the attack is increased by factor of 3-5.
Spreading of U.S. immune systems has been accomplished and is still 
being maintained.

(Secret involvement of clandestine superweapons)



Summary and conclusionSummary and conclusion

The new war



CNN PHOTOCNN PHOTO
Morning of 11 Sep. 2001Morning of 11 Sep. 2001
World Trade Center, NYCWorld Trade Center, NYC

The North Tower has already been struck and is burning.
A second jetliner is about to strike  the South Tower.

A new Pearl Harbor: Strike on A new Pearl Harbor: Strike on 
the World Trade Center in NYCthe World Trade Center in NYC



Associated Press photoAssociated Press photoThe two buildings
held some 50,000
occupants
Evacuation was
underway after the
first strike
More than 6,000
persons were killed
This is more than 
were killed in the
Dec. 7, 1941 strike 
on Pearl Harbor

Fireball From Impact on South Tower Fireball From Impact on South Tower 



Photo from CNNPhoto from CNN

Collapse of the South TowerCollapse of the South Tower
The first tower to
collapse was the
South Tower
It is still uncertain
just how many 
people were caught
inside and killed
This is a half million
tons of debris,
falling from the New
York skyview.



Collapse of the North Tower beginsCollapse of the North Tower begins
The North
Tower then
collapsed
This was 
another 
half-million
tons of 
debris falling
from the 
NYC skyview



Collapse of North Tower finishesCollapse of North Tower finishes

Photos from CNNPhotos from CNN

Collapse of
the North
Tower killed
many rescue
workers, fire-
men, and
policemen
At this writing,
the total 
casualties are
still unknown



Next began the recovery effortsNext began the recovery efforts
Recovery 
operations will
require months
At this writing,
the total 
casualties are
still unknown
The damage
was done by
two civilian
jetliner "bombs"



The Pentagon was hit on the same dayThe Pentagon was hit on the same day

Hundreds were killed
the same day when
another jetliner struck
the Pentagon.
Yet another jetliner,
possibly headed for
the White House, 
crashed enroute when
the passengers 
attacked the suicide
terrorist hijackers.



A sobering thoughtA sobering thought
Nuclear weapons are
already smuggled into the U.S., 
as are BW agents such as 
anthrax, smallpox, etc.
Had a 40-80kT weapon been 
exploded in New York and one 
in Washington, millions would 
have perished and both cities 
would have been devastated
There would have been no 
recovery of those cities for 
many decades
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Present Status of the Present Status of the 
WMD Threat to the United StatesWMD Threat to the United States

Many foreign nations are hostileMany foreign nations are hostile
to the U.S. and sponsor terroriststo the U.S. and sponsor terrorists
Some 25 nations have WMD orSome 25 nations have WMD or
are acquiring themare acquiring them

  BW agents and weaponsBW agents and weapons
 Chemical agents and weapons Chemical agents and weapons
 Nuclear materials and weapons Nuclear materials and weapons  

Thousands of students and émigrésThousands of students and émigrés
Infiltrated teams, BW, other WMD alreadyInfiltrated teams, BW, other WMD already
Castro guerrillas infiltrated over the yearsCastro guerrillas infiltrated over the years
Can do unacceptable damage to U.S. nowCan do unacceptable damage to U.S. now
May reach knockout capabilityMay reach knockout capability

*Per OTA Report to Congress, 1993



The U.S. is terribly unpreparedThe U.S. is terribly unprepared
Limited medical supplies, antibiotics, vaccines
Insufficient facilities, emergency teams
No civilian shelters (much less BW-filtered)
Not enough doctors, nurses, masks, etc.
Present treatment methods woefully inadequate
Triage will apply

First treat those most likely to recover
Others (showing symptoms, or advanced) are just set aside to 
die

Other attacks are a matter of when, not if.



ConclusionConclusion
As several cities are struck, millions of U.S. civilian 
casualties will result.  Devastation will be enormous.
We shall eventually lose more American lives than in all the 
rest of our wars to date.
Present medical therapeutic science is totally inadequate to 
do the job.  It cannot save us.
At some point, when we are sufficiently damaged, the 
Spetznaz or other terrorists may detonate nuclear weapons in 
our cities, with appalling carnage.
A combined superweapon technology and terrorist groups 
will then destroy the remaining populace.
On its present course, the inadequacy of Western medicine 
may doom us.



A difficult truth to considerA difficult truth to consider
In any strategic strike, the first phase is to get the strategic 
weapons (weapons of mass destruction) delivered to their 
distant targets.
That has already been done.
Eerily, the first phase of World War III has already been 
accomplished.
It was already accomplished before the Sept. 11, 2001 strike 
on New York and Washington.  That was  the new "Pearl 
Harbor", and only the opening round.  It already killed more 
Americans than died at Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941.
Unless we improve our medical therapy quickly and 
dramatically, we will lose -- particularly when the hidden 
energetics weapons and outside terrorist sponsorship by 
hostile nations are factored in.



A personal perspectiveA personal perspective
There now exists an overwhelming, immediate 
moral imperative to get this development program done at the 
utmost speed humanly possible.
The sheer survival of the United States and Western civilization 
depends upon it.
Officialdom is aware that the KGB/Russians have long planned 
to finish the U.S., after initial nuclear exchanges, by fierce and 
massive BW strikes.
It appears that the plan has changed to let the terrorists do the 
main work, while augmenting 
U.S. casualty levels by energetics weapons.



China is also involvedChina is also involved

China has declared South China Sea the territorial waters of China
China will eventually take Taiwan

Has massed missile artillery trained on Taiwan
Recently held invasion practice on an island near Taiwan

Recently deployed fearsome EMP weapons utilizing negative 
energy rather than positive energy (Dirac sea theory)

Extinguishes all electron currents
Duds electrical and electron systems instantly
Instant death to struck bodies
Instant kill of missiles, aircraft, electronics in nuclear warheads
Ultimate "death ray"; can be made small or large

Recent 2-carrier U.S. task force maneuvered in South China Sea to 
caution China

The new Chinese EMP weapon was trained on that task force
Could have destroyed it within minutes



Final thoughts Final thoughts 

This is one of the great turning points in history.
The development program is eminently doable.  That it works has 
been experimentally demonstrated.  The long-vexing puzzle of the 
active mechanism has been solved.
Our scientific community bitterly opposes any use of 
electromagnetics -- even an advanced, higher symmetry 
electrodynamics -- for medical treatment.
A consortium of the scientific community, the large 
pharmaceuticals, FDA, and the AMA will oppose this project even 
while the U.S. is being destroyed wholesale.
It can only be done in the private sector, and there will likely be no 
funding unless by philanthropists.

???
Antenna PadAntenna Pad



Business plan, development program, 
budget breakdown, proposed schedule
etc. go here.

ContinuationContinuation
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